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Introduction
“Thursday’s Child,” aka Peter Tobin—foundling, drover,
shearer, horse-breaker, soldier, and pastoralist—travelled
far and wide throughout the Australian outback in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. The legacy of his
widely scattered seed is gathered up in this tale of fatal
misunderstandings, murder, and altruism, spanning the years
1910 to 1974. Like the Peter Tobin memoir “Thursday’s
Child” that precedes it, the author gives a respectful nod to
history pedants and reminds them this is a work of fiction.
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CHAPTER ONE

Young Harry

E

VERY PLACE IS FAMOUS FOR SOMETHING.
The name Millingsbrook, Surrey, resonates with
chrysanthemum fanciers around the world, because it
was in this pretty Surrey village Dr Melchoir Platt, legendary
collector of Dendranthema grandiflorum, first propagated
the prized Monday Miracle bloom. His persistent research
amongst fields of white chrysanthemums in the hills around
Hangzhou in eastern China revealed the extremely narrow
range of soil acidity-alkalinity tolerance of this particular
variety and gave us not only the splendid Millingsbrook
Monday Miracle, but the well-known motto of successful
chrysanthemum horticulturalists: Ph or perish. Henry
Fitzgerald Perrottet Tobin’s earliest recollected-for-life
memory was of a pants-down spanking by his grandfather
for beheading his Monday Miracle blooms with a wooden
sword. The child’s crime was not well explained; he
beheaded the thistles along the lane and the dandelions in
the park without prompting a rebuke. The spanking caused
him to loathe and fear chrysanthemums for the rest of his
life and to exact covert revenge, when he discovered by
accident if he urinated on a Monday Miracle plant it died
a lingering death. Surreptitiously he destroyed them one by
one. That the death of the last coincided with the demise of
his grandfather in suspicious circumstances may not have
been entirely coincidental.
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Baby Henry Fitzgerald Perrottet Tobin was born in this
Millingsbrook of chrysanthemum fame, County of Surrey,
England, on the fifth of December 1910, son of Peter Moses
Tobin of Sevengate Station, Kangamite, New South Wales,
Australia, and Cordelia Elizabeth Arabella Perrottet-Tobin,
whose address was registered as care of her parents at
Munchbury Manor, Millingsbrook, Surrey. Cordelia’s story
has been told elsewhere. By way of reminder, without straying
too far from the storyline, her father’s fall, described below,
prompted Cordelia, like many a penurious Englishwoman, to
seek her fortune in Australia, where she conspired with her
cousin Marjorie and husband Billy to trade her perishable
assets for a lifetime of financial security by marrying a
rude colonial named Peter Tobin. In the Commonwealth
of Australia census of 1911, Peter Tobin wrote “grazier” in
the “occupation” box—a social distinction separating those
who tilled the soil, “farmers,” from those who husbanded
flocks of sheep and herds of cattle, “graziers.” Graziers liked
to taunt the envious by declaring that their wool grew even
while they slept. Baby Henry was to be the only tangible
evidence of Cordelia’s very brief marriage to this Aussie,
Peter Tobin. She deserted him six months after their wedding
and returned to England “for health reasons.” The Antipodes,
protested Cordelia, was too hot for a woman of her sensitivity
and the thought of being with child in the wild outback of
Australia, with its deadly poisonous snakes, venomous
spiders, and man-eating crocodiles, filled her with horror.
Munchbury, under the protection of his grandparents, was
to be home for Henry, who soon became Harry, for the next
sixteen years. Living with Perrottets and bearing Perrottet as
his second last name, it was easy to slip into its usage as a
surname and discard the Tobin altogether. His mother, who
reverted to her family name, led a separate and sometimes
scandalous life, amongst the avant-garde in London, making
only one appearance at Munchbury Manor each year, on the
first day of business in the New Year. This was the day Mr
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Forshaw, a clerk employed by the stern solicitors who doled
out her estranged husband’s adequate allowance, attended
in person to inspect and later to interview his charge, when
the lad became old enough to converse, for the purpose of
ascertaining he was well provided for and making progress at
school. For his mother Cordelia, the purpose of her visit was
to comply with her estranged husband’s injunction: “no show,
no dough.” In the course of this annual meeting, for which
his son was not present, Peter Tobin’s annual instalment was
apportioned between mother and grandparent. All of this
was a mystery to young Harry, as Peter Tobin’s name was not
mentioned in the Perrottet household.
It was never revealed to young Harry that he and his mother
were supported by his father, nor was either the birthday
letter his father wrote to him every year for ten years, or the
half-sovereign contained therein, delivered into his hands.
His grandfather worked the coin to the bottom right hand
corner of the envelope, made a neat slit and retrieved the
coin before popping the letter back into the mailing slot at
the Millingsbrook post office marked “Return to Sender.”
Barclay Perrottet, Harry’s grandfather, was a creature
of shade and shadows nowadays. Once, “Barclay Perrottet
the Broker” was the most talked-about, most photographed,
most doorstop-interviewed, most lionised at clubs, most
sought-after dinner guest in London. He was a dazzling
comet in the City, equally pursued by journalists with a story
to write and investors with their common sense temporarily
overcome by greed. Nowadays his investment model would
be termed a “Ponzi Scheme,” today’s investors’ money
providing a lavish yield to yesterday’s, generating the
requisite excitement to lure new investors tomorrow. When
it all came tumbling down in 1906, Barclay Perrottet was
sent to prison for a short “rap over the knuckles” spell, not
so much to punish him as to send fair warning to his peers
that there was a limit to the scale of rapacity condoned, even
in the City of London. His sentencing provided fuel for a
wry headline in one of the more infuriating dailies. When
they were lads, the sentencing judge and Barclay Perrottet
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attended the same prestigious school, with a few years
between them. “Perrottet Gets Another Detention From His
Prefect” ran the banner.
The title of their country house, Munchbury Manor Surrey,
bore Mrs Perrottet’s name, so although creditors gobbled up
the Mayfair mansion, there was still an adequate thatch over
their heads. Pretence of penury was to some extent a stratagem,
to reassure the vengeful forces of righteousness their victim
was well and truly mauled to the brink of extinction. Bits
of treasure crept out of hiding like mice from the wainscot
when the financial hounds lost interest and moved on to
fresher quarry, and although Barclay Perrottet didn’t really
need the half-sovereigns from Australia, misappropriation
had become an ingrained habit.
Perhaps it was the cessation of Peter Tobin’s never-delivered
birthday letters with their enclosed half-sovereign and not
the extinction of his last “Monday Miracle” chrysanthemum
which prompted Barclay Perrottet’s unsatisfactorily
explained demise, yet a likelier explanation was the rejection
of his final appeal to overturn the court’s lifetime ban as a
sharebroker and director. Four months after Harry’s eleventh
birthday, Barclay Perrottet drowned in the trout-stream
above Millingsbrook Common. The stream was running too
vigorously for ideal fly-fishing and nobody else had broken
out their waders or their comical vests with all those pockets
for fly-fishing impedimenta. Barclay Perrottet’s waders
were of the old fashioned variety, reaching to the armpit, an
excellent garment for deep-water wading unless the wearer
stumbled and was immersed in water to the neck. Then the
boots and the body section would fill completely and the
wearer had little chance of escaping drowning without a very
prompt rescuer on hand with a lifeline. Barclay Perrottet, like
most of the fly-fishing breed, was a solitary sportsman. His
body was found amongst the leaf-budding willows below the
town.
Penelope Perrottet, Harry’s grandmother and widow of
the late Barclay Perrottet, coped as good women do, by
focussing on the inescapable. She kept a tidy home with
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minimal help, adequate food on the table, fresh flowers in
the vases, well-executed greenfly offensives in the garden,
and regularly shampooed dogs. Young Harry was generously
nourished and slept in a warm, safe bed. He maintained some
of the privileges of rank, too, not obliged to rub shoulders
with the working class at Millingsbrook Central School.
There was one of those idiosyncratic yet effective, small,
private day-schools on the outskirts of the nearby market
town Babbington-On-Bly, partly financed by the Anglican
Bishop, often supplemented with donations and bequests
from Old Boys. It was called, appropriately enough, The
Bishop’s School, where the annual fees were well within
the Perrottets’ Peter Tobin-supplemented budget. School
was a short bike-ride away for a vigorous lad like Harry, by
the back-lane route; a maze-like track between the hedges,
which avoided the High Road and crossed the upper reaches
of the Bly via a little suspended footbridge.
There were plentiful money-earning odd jobs around
Millingsbrook for a willing, enterprising boy, none of which
paid well enough to satisfy his addiction to model aircraft
kits. Harry wanted more. On the back-lane shortcut route
between Munchbury Manor and Millingsbrook, he rode his
bike past a most impressive establishment, Telford Grange,
country seat of Sir Roger Tyler, a London-based real estate
agent to a good number of prestigious clients and rumoured
to be the confidential real estate agent to the Royal Family,
for which he was likely to have received his knighthood.
Sir Roger was an athletic gentleman whose vigour belied
his close-to-three-score years. He didn’t just own a country
estate because it was one of the expected trappings of
wealth; he and Lady Tyler used it for their own recreation
and to entertain friends and clients most weekends of the
year. Every single acre was shot over, hunted over, fished
over, and especially galloped over, because Sir Roger was
a fanatical polo enthusiast. If you couldn’t ride, shoot, use
a tennis racquet, a rod and fly with panache, a bat and ball
and a billiard cue as well, you would be advised to make
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an excuse and not accept an invitation to a Telford Grange
weekend house party. Regardless of your Monday-to-Friday
acumen, you would never live down the mortification. It
would even affect your business relationship with Sir Roger
Tyler’s office, as if a note had been appended to your file with
the comment, “Decent chap, but can’t ride for toffee!”
There was an airstrip with a windsock ballooning in the
breeze for the benefit of the occasional weekend visitor who
arrived by aeroplane. These weekend pilots sometimes took
fellow guests for joy flights and if there was an aeroplane on
the strip, Harry would loiter for the entire day, just in case
there was a chance to see it take off, roll and loop, skim the
treetops and panic the cows at the risk of souring their milk,
before slipping in steady as a swan to come to a standstill
on the turf. The airstrip’s most frequent user was young
Mister Bernard Tyler, who ran the northern office for his
father at Manchester. Harry could recognise the peremptory
tone of his Sopwith Camel when it was just a speck above
the northern horizon. Mister Bernard Tyler didn’t slip in
steady as a swan, he swooped with the dive, level, touchdown approach to announce, if you hadn’t heard, he’d been
a famous air-ace in the war. Mister Bernard Tyler didn’t
participate in the activities at Telford Grange. Late in the
war, in October 1918, his squadron had taken their Sopwith
Camels up to harass the retreating German columns on the
Rhine, where a burst of machine-gun fire from the ground
crippled his plane and pulverised his right leg. Although he
managed to cover the few miles needed to crash-land behind
Allied lines, he lost his leg, luckily below the knee. His tin
shin-and-foot was well up to the task of working the pedals
of car or plane, but not much good for walking or standing
for hours. A half-hour on the croquet lawn, or a not-toodrawn-out game on the billiard table was about as much as
he could manage.
Season in, season out, Harry gazed on doings at Telford
Grange from the road as he rode his bicycle along the backlane route between Millingsbrook and The Bishop’s School
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on the outskirts of Babbington-On-Bly. One afternoon,
not long after his tenth birthday, when an Australian halfsovereign would have been such a boon because it would
have allowed him to buy the Sopwith Camel model-kit he
coveted through the window of the toy shop on Babbington’s
High Street, an opportunity came to enter the magical place.
Somebody was careless when latching a gate opening onto
the lane, which blew ajar on a gusty day, inspiring some mares
and foals to see what the world looked like from the other
side of Telford Grange’s hedges and fences. Harry knew this
little equine gang quite well. When they started to expand
their universe beyond their mother’s teats, the odd-looking
sight of a human riding a little wheeled-machine intrigued
the foals, prompting them to trot over for a closer inspection.
Harry would dismount and pet them over the gate. They’d
follow him when he rode away, escorting him the length of
their field before they realised how far they’d strayed from
their dams and helter-skeltered off. This familiarity made
them amenable to being worked back into their home field
by a boy on a bike. After the job was done and the gate
securely latched, Harry resolved to ride boldly down the
main driveway to report his actions. Dogs—noisy, truculent
dogs—ran threateningly at his bike as he neared the cluster
of outbuildings. He took no notice of them, accustomed as
he was to canine behaviour from a menagerie of animals at
Munchbury Manor. Nor was he the least bit daunted by the
attitude of a large, limping, gamekeeperish-looking fellow
with bushy side-levers and a flinty eye, who followed the dogs
and was inclined to view him as an intruder. Harry stood his
ground, introduced himself, explained how he came to know
this little group of mares and foals so well, and how readily
they returned to their field when he’d mustered them with
his bicycle. Surly looks softened; something about Harry
reminded the fellow of the son who didn’t return from the
Somme. Mrs Willoughby, a pink, wistful wife and mother
of a war-dead son, offered him a bowl of milk, a chunk of
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cheese, and a slab of fresh home-baked bread. In answer to his
questions, his hostess prompted an invitation to accompany
Mr Willoughby as he went about his end-of-day duties.
By the time he mounted his bicycle to ride home in the
long June twilight, Harry was invited to return after school
on the morrow. Within a week, he’d proved himself such a
resourceful lad, so quick and strong, the limping gamekeeper
felt he couldn’t do without him. He told Harry he was having
a bad time with his gout and if Harry could be his “legs” for
a bit, he’d get better much quicker.
“Me with the gout! It’s a cruel punishment I don’t deserve,
for I’m an abstaining Methodist who’s not touched a drop
of liquor—not even ale—in my fifty years.” Mr Willoughby,
who was estate manager as well as gamekeeper, found a
modest but useful sum of money to put Harry Perrottet,
aged ten, on the Telford Grange payroll for after-school and
Saturday duties with the job description of “general helper.”
Harry was a big boy for his age, long of limb with a
headful of fair, waveless hair, always flopping over his
forehead. By his twelfth birthday he’d been promoted from
dogs and farm animals to horses, from “general helper” to
“boy stable-hand.” If anybody asked him in later years when
and how he’d learned to ride a horse, he was at a loss for
an answer. It was as if he’d been asked how he learned to
ride a bicycle. The polo grooms simply hoisted him onto
the easiest of the horses they were exercising, correcting
his errors in an offhand way. Just by observing their actions
assiduously, it wasn’t long before they were coaching him
rather than teaching. With hunting horses it was the same: he
had some bone-jarring falls, as everybody experiences when
they take to the air on a horse. With every fall and from every
constructive criticism of those who saw him fall, he refined
his skills.
Telford Grange’s acres were largely devoted to horses. A
group of friends and business associates, whose affluence or
inclination did not run to the possession of a Surrey Estate,
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had formed a corporation under the banner: Bly Polo and
Hunting Club, for the purpose of stabling and training polo
ponies for the summer and hunters for fox chasing in the
autumn and winter. The stables and surrounding fields were
alive with activity most of the year and although none of
the others were as dedicated as Sir Roger, the group could
usually muster a full team of reasonably proficient amateurs
to compete in county polo tournaments during the summer
season. The post-World War II practice of employing
Argentinean and Australian professionals would have been
regarded as appalling form.
Three years later, a time span within which Harry
metamorphosed from child to young adult, he still had not
encountered his employer at Telford Grange, even though
there was rarely a weekend when Sir Roger was not in
residence with several or sometimes, when the reluctant
pheasants were driven from cover to their deaths, many
house guests. This particular weekend was devoted to
polo. The season was about to commence and Sir Roger
assembled two of the three fellows who usually played with
him, to sharpen up their stick-and-ball skills in preparation
for the first tournament. A couple of grooms and the horsetrainer were mounted to provide what might be described as
“sparring partners” and in the same manner as in the boxingring at a gentlemen’s gymnasium, there was an unspoken
rule to be obeyed—the traffic must always go one way. They
were still a player short. The horse trainer made a suggestion
to Sir Roger. Young Harry over there, holding some horses,
had been on the field during training sessions frequently
enough to be no risk to safety; he could fill the empty place.
The sporting gentlemen were green, their hand-eyehorse coordination wasn’t up to the extraordinarily difficult
challenge of actually making contact with a little white willowroot ball when armed with a long-handled wooden mallet
while perched on the back of a tall, galloping horse. There
was much frustration, culminating in young Harry taking a
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ball from his master, fluking two big hits in succession, well
above his game skills, followed by one lucky tap to send the
ball dead-centre between the goal-posts.
The grooms had to ride away in case their masters saw
their uncontrollable smirks. The horse-trainer was aghast;
young Harry had committed the unforgivable. As for Sir
Roger? Well, Roger Tyler had not climbed the slippery ladder
of socio-economic success from a fairly low rung without
being able to admire in others two of his own more important
attributes, opportunism and audacity. He was delighted. He
chatted to Harry as he stripped the saddles off several polo
ponies, learned he was the grandson of Barclay Perrottet,
and invited him to walk up to the Grange with him and his
guests to quench his thirst with sarsaparilla cordial while the
sporting gentlemen made do with Scotch and soda.
As a consequence of this unintentional act of
insubordination Harry received a promotion. Presumably
because he was understood to be a young “gentleman” and
consequently no social reserve inhibited Sir Roger from
shouldering him off the line of the ball and being shouldered
back in return, Harry became Sir Roger’s personal home
groom and sparring partner, in an arrangement where by
unspoken agreement no quarter was given on either side.
Sometimes there were visitors from overseas and on those
occasions Harry was loaned for the day, so Sir Roger’s
obligations as host would not interfere with his singleminded pursuit of the white, willow-root ball.
One of Sir Roger’s American clients, a jovial fellow
named Wilbur E Floyd from Chicago was a frequent visitor.
Mr Floyd was a self-made multi-millionaire in an industry
called “meat packing” in America and sufficiently famous
in his own country to have his photo-portrait on the cover of
Life magazine in 1924, when he cornered pork-belly futures.
He was rumoured to be a successful stock-market speculator
as well. Mr and Mrs Floyd sailed to England for the summer
with a view to purchasing one of several country estates Sir
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Roger lined up for their inspection, because they intended to
cash up their American investments and move to England,
vowing they could no longer live in a country where one
had to break the law to buy a bottle of whisky. Mr Floyd’s
determination to emigrate was spurred along by a recent
embarrassing incident. He was scooped up in a Prohibition
police raid on a speakeasy operated by a notorious gangster
and if he had not managed to bribe his way clear, might well
have spent the summer incarcerated in a Chicago penitentiary.
Nothing they’d seen measured up to their aspirations.
After they visited Telford Grange, all the other properties
they inspected seemed flawed, lacking what Mr Floyd
needed: acres of grounds to be sure, as well as acres of wallspace to accommodate more than his current collection of
equine art. Once settled somewhere in rural England, it was
Mr Floyd’s intention to scour Europe with the ambition of
cornering the world supply of horse paintings as he had
pork-belly futures in 1924. He already possessed an enviable
portfolio by Mr Stubbs. Harry liked being groom for Mr
Floyd, not just because he and Mrs Floyd were friendly and
unpretentious; he was the only one of Sir Roger’s guests who
tipped him, generously too. Mr Floyd was more enthusiastic
about his Scotch and soda between chukkas than the game
itself, toward which it was Mrs Floyd’s duty to perch her
broad beam on a shooting-stick on the sideline, ready to
pour Scotches, splash soda and light cigarettes for two, as
her darling Wilbur trotted off the field of play.
On one occasion, an Australian pastoralist visited. More
correctly, Sir Andrew McLeod was the Sydney-based
general manager of a pastoral company in Australia, one
of numerous entities existing since the earliest days, when
English capital was invested in chains of quite gigantic
pastoral holdings, sometimes dotted down the map like
buttons on a shirt, from north to south. Members of the Royal
Family owned the pastoral company of which Sir Andrew
was general manager, the source of his knighthood and the
means by which he became acquainted with Sir Roger Tyler.
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Sir Andrew McLeod, accompanied by his wife Janice, was
in England on his routine, biennial reporting-home visit.
Andrew McLeod was a man promoted far above his personal
aspirations; he was really just an everyday station manager,
except for his faculty for multi-tasking, which bordered on
genius. Whereas most committed land-managers could keep
their own station’s ever-shifting characteristics of seasonal
conditions, pastures, and livestock well-being in perspective
and under unceasing review, in much the same way as a
mother of eight or ten children supervises their welfare, in
Andrew McLeod’s mind’s eye he could project this review
capability to every corner of every paddock on every station
owned by the pastoral company; a not insignificant fraction
of the continent of Australia. On this visit to London he was
involved in real estate business on behalf of his employers,
over the course of which he was frequently to be found in
the company of Sir Roger Tyler. During a taxi ride back to
the City from the Palace, the real estate knight invited Sir
Andrew and his wife Janice to visit Telford Grange, for a
weekend, to relax and participate in seasonally appropriate
sport. Janice McLeod was delighted. She was a clay-pigeon
assassin of no mean ability and a formidable opponent on
the tennis-green as well. Polo was mentioned. McLeod used
to play a bit of polo in his youth and although his stick-work
was rusty, he made sure he kept his riding fitness up so he
could get out into the farthest extremities of the remotest
parts of the pastoral empire over which he ruled. He’d read
his host’s character by now, so he understood the invitation
was as much a challenge as an offer of hospitality.
These improvised polo matches with houseguests,
corporation associates and, if needed, the recruitment of
staff conscripts to make up the numbers, were orchestrated
to provide nail-biting finishes. If the score between the sides
lengthened, Sir Roger swapped the players around like the
remarkable Amazonian log-race anthropologists love to
write about. The matches featured long breaks between
chukkas, breaks as long as the chukkas themselves, to allow
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players in less-than-tip-top physical condition to recover. Sir
Roger’s apparent consideration for his guests took on another
interpretation in a year or so, but that’s getting ahead of the
story. In one of those long between-chukkas breathers, Sir
Andrew chatted to a sixteen year-old Harry.
“Tyler tells me you’re half Australian.” Harry tried
to respond in a blasé manner to cover his perennial
mortification over his lack of a proper father, or at least
one whose absence could be explained by the war, like so
many of his school-friends. His absent mother was more
exotic, a cause for envy. The occasional magazine photo
of Cordelia Perrottet made Harry a bit of a mystery man
amongst his adolescent crowd, whose mothers were all a
mundane and an oppressively constant presence in their
lives. He answered Sir Andrew with one of the variety of
answers he employed in these circumstances, the one he
imagined brought him some reflected notoriety to deflect
his embarrassment.
“I’ve never met my father, Sir Andrew, but I’m told he’s
a drunken reprobate named Peter Tobin who lives out in the
Australian outback.”
McLeod’s dry response sent Harry’s pulse racing. “Men
usually look over their shoulder first before they say things
like that about Peter Tobin.”
“I don’t understand. Why?”
“Just in case he hears them and breaks a few bones, that’s
why.”
“Do you mean you know my father, Sir Andrew?”
“Know him! Peter Tobin, of O’Neill and Tobin, Sevengate
Merino Stud, Kangamite, New South Wales. My pastoral
company has been buying Merino rams for our south-eastern
stations from O’Neill and Tobin for twenty years, purely
because they’re the best there is. Your father has forgotten
more about stock management than I’ll ever know. I don’t
see him often nowadays, unless I run into him at a sheep
show because I live in the City, but I used to manage a place
not far away from them on the Mirrool River. Peter Tobin, or
‘Toe’ to his friends, runs Sevengate. Alastair O’Neill is the
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Parliament man and a big wheel in horseracing. Lost his arm
in the Boer War. That’s when they met, I’m told. And Peter
Tobin is a strict teetotaller too. Somebody’s peddled you lies,
young man, and I wouldn’t need many guesses to work out
who—but still, the tale-teller in question died a while back—
we shouldn’t speak ill of the dead.” With which he stubbed out
his cigarette, spat to get the taste of poisonous Billy Gowing
off his tongue, pivoted lazily into the saddle Australian-style,
and cantered off. The conversation continued when the bell
rang to signal the end of the next chukka, after which the
Australian walked his horse off the field. Harry was keen to
continue the conversation.
“Sir, do all Australian farms have curious names like
Sevengate? Is it because it’s got seven gates?”
“Sevengate would hardly qualify as a curious property
name in Australia, Harry. Many of them carry names the
first settlers learned from the Aboriginals: they’re place
names, mostly referring to water. The station I mentioned,
the one I used to manage on the Mirool, the same river as
Sevengate, is called Bungerellingong and the postal address
is Bungerellingong, Meriganowry, via Gooloogong. And
they don’t call a place like Sevengate a farm. It’s called a
‘station.’ If it runs more than ten thousand sheep it’s called a
station; don’t know why, vanity I imagine.”
“Ten thousand sheep. Do you mean there are farms, I
mean stations, with more than ten thousand sheep?”
“Harry, your father and Alastair O’Neill would shear twice
as many as that and run a cattle herd on top of it. Now, I don’t
mean to boast because the only land I own is the half-acre
under my house in Sydney, but the company I work for owns
stations that shear a hundred thousand sheep.”
The bell rang its “on the field” call.
“Time’s run out, Harry. I’ll answer your second question
about the Sevengate name when I come off.” Harry handed
him the reins, he mounted, took his mallet, and looked over
to his mount for the following chukka. It was an excitable
young mare and a fresh newcomer to the game, dancing and
reefing at the lead-rope tied to the mooring rail in an attempt
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to free herself to join the horses warming up in the middle of
the field. Sir Andrew eyed her off.
“What’s the filly’s name, Harry?”
“She’s called Alibi, Sir Andrew. There’s some clever
reason why, but I can’t remember it.”
“There always is. I favour a running-number brand on
the nearside neck, then there’s no mistaking one horse for
another. I’ve seen good mates fall out over a disagreement
about the identity of a horse. Here’s a job for you, young
Harry Perrottet Tobin. They reckon your father could ride
a bit in his younger days. Heard he was working for a
cattle-drover in outback Queensland when he was your age.
Overlanders they called them; before he went to the Boer
War. Let’s see if you’ve got something of your father in you.
While I’m gone, take perky little Miss Alibi and run some of
the steam out of her. I’m not in good enough condition for
buckjump riding nowadays, especially on one of these little
leather blankets they call saddles over here!”
Harry was delighted. “Certainly Sir, it will be a pleasure!”
After Sir Andrew rode off, Harry adjusted the stirrups,
untied the mare and with her head tightly reined to the
nearside sprang lightly into the saddle, unaware Sir Andrew,
once he reached field centre, had turned to watch. The mare
thought she was going to follow those other horses out to
where exciting things were going on. When denied, she
put in half a dozen spirited pig-roots and clawed at the air
with her forefeet in frustration. Sir Andrew was impressed
by the way the lad coolly brought the mare down to earth
and headed off despite many displays of rebellion, until he
reached the rails and brushes of the show-jumping practice
course. Harry knew the mare to be a competent little jumper
if the obstacles weren’t too high. It would be something to
take her mind off the activity behind them and one she’d
have to concentrate on. After inflicting some pain on herself
by demolishing the first fence, she settled and completed
several circuits before he walked her back to the polo field,
arriving just as Sir Andrew’s chukka ended.
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“She’s lathered herself up a bit, Sir Andrew. I’ll unsaddle
her and dry her off; we’ve plenty of time. Do you mind
walking your own horse while I do?”
McLeod gave a “she’ll be right” three-syllable consent
and led his horse in small circles while Harry stripped and
towelled the mare. Sir Andrew continued the conversation
where he’d left off.
“I was told a tale about the name Sevengate and it might
even be true. It isn’t because there are seven gates. It dates
back to pioneering days nearly century ago. A bullock driver
who lost a court case with a station owner over a demolished
gatepost came along the track from town one day with an
axe, a pot of white paint, and a brush. Opposite each station
entrance gateway he removed a square of bark from a rivergum and on the bare trunk blazed a number big enough to be
seen from afar, filling the outline of the carved out number
with white paint. He marked the trees one, two, three,
four, five, six, and then seventh gate, to give him plenty of
warning in time to wheel his bullock team and square up
his waggon to the gateway. Over the years ‘seventh gate’
became Sevengate.” The bell rang for the commencement of
the chukka.
“Time I got going, young Harry, last chukka.” The
chastened little mare remembered her manners and stood
quietly as McLeod mounted. She was going to join the charge
at last. He rode five or six strides, reined in, and turned to
face Harry. “One last thing young Harry; has anybody told
you? You look the spitting image of your father, if he shaved
his ‘mo’ off.” He spun the impatient mare, touched her with
the spur and galloped off. As he said, Andrew McLeod
encountered Peter Tobin occasionally at sheep shows.
Subsequently, each time they met he was prompted to tell
of his meeting with young Harry Perrottet Tobin, and every
time was stalled by a reserve he couldn’t explain.
Harry had urgent business of to attend to and asked one
of the unoccupied grooms to take Sir Andrew’s horses back
to the stables at the end of the match. He had to visit the
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Grange and if possible, see if he could get close to Mister
Bernard’s new two-seater Gypsy Moth biplane, tied down
on the airstrip, perhaps even watch him start the motor and
take off. Harry had just completed building his model of this
state-of-the-art flying machine. It was such a complicated
kit to put together; he’d retained a complete picture of every
strut. He ached to touch the real thing.
Sir Andrew McLeod saw how Peter Tobin passed on his
horsemanship genes to his son, his lanky body and his forwardfalling straw-coloured thatch. Peter Tobin bequeathed him
his precocious sexuality, too, already bent on penetration
when other lads hadn’t progressed beyond French kisses
and some fully clothed fumblings. He sought out Sally, the
youngest, newest housemaid, to tell her he would double her
home on his bike after she finished work. Sally, who was
in the scullery, finishing off the luncheon dishes, squirmed,
turned pink, and was rendered momentarily clumsy when he
gave her nipple a little proprietorial pinch, almost costing Sir
Roger a crystal platter. A “doubling home” via the shortcut
back-lanes on Harry’s bike after work wasn’t the whole
story. She knew they’d be taking the meandering walkingpath way home, necessitating a bit of portage over a stile or
two and planned to take them past Matchem Close. She had
a little tremor of trepidation, coupled with some involuntary,
anticipatory moistening “down there.”
Matchem Close was one of several deserted weekend
houses scattered about on the outskirts of Millingsbrook,
tangible fallout from the Great War when their masters
perished amidst the carnage. By the dictates of primogeniture,
the owner might be a boy still wearing short pants and until
he came of age the country house was likely to be a drain
on the often-precarious finances of the widow, now unable
to keep the house staffed and maintained. The surrounding
pasture and arable plough-land fields of these properties were
usually leased to local farmers, the ground floor windows of
the house boarded up and sometimes a trusted couple of old
family retainers permitted to continue to live in the servants’
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quarters free of rent in return for making a token effort to
subdue the mice and see to the maintenance of the roof.
With the main entrance gates chained, Matchem Close was
abandoned to survive as best it could until time, mischance,
or the unpredictable future decided its fate.
In the course of his ramblings, Harry explored Matchem
Close, which lay between Telford Grange and Millingsbrook.
Local gossip confirmed the former owner had died on a
Flanders battlefield during the insane months of 1916. The
circumstances of his death were suppressed. Those adept at
reading between the lines believed the cause of death was
execution for desertion in the face of the enemy. When Harry
poked about a tiny, thatched gatehouse in Tudor half-timbered
style, a relic of goodness-knows-how-many centuries, he
discovered a door to a woodshed that abutted onto a carriage
house and that onto a stable, and none of them locked. In the
gatehouse, a concealed pigeonhole yielded a bunch of keys,
one of which gave him easy access to the big house via a
delivery-hatch.
Matchem Close was a typical Victorian-era country house
of red brick, multiple gables and a colonnaded pediment.
Amongst the rank grass beside what was once carefully
nurtured flowering borders sat an abandoned wheelbarrow, a
trowel and woman-sized gardening gloves amongst a pile of
daffodil bulbs, now determined to improvise a home in the
barrow. On a gravel path were scattered toys: a tricycle and a
broomstick-horse. It was as if a mother and her children were
at work and play here when a postboy rode up on his bicycle
to deliver the telegram with its awful news. The evidence
suggested she dropped her trowel and removed her gloves
to open the envelope, after which she gathered up the little
ones and fled.
Within, the house was no more shut down than would
be expected of a weekend occupant due to return on the
following Saturday, a fortnight at the most. It looked as if
there was a breakdown in the former occupants’ decisionmaking process or perhaps litigation prevented the surviving
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family of the deceased from returning to pick up where they’d
left off. The furniture was draped with light covers, paintings
and ornaments likewise, with desiccated chrysanthemums
drooped in dry vases. By methodically trying the keys one
after another Harry unlocked a well-stocked wine cellar from
which he chose a bottle of champagne at random. Liquor
was not a novelty; he’d surreptitiously sampled bottles from
his grandfather’s wine cellar for as long as he could recall.
Towels hung from rails in the bathroom and the bedrooms
were as they had been when the house was deserted, with
night garments under the pillows of neatly made beds. Harry
found a tucked-away bedroom where the ceiling and the walls
were mirrored, even the inside face of the entry door. In the
adjoining dressing room were erotic paintings and queerlooking toys of leather and chain. On a bookstand with several
pages marked with thin strips of embossed leather was a book
he’d once heard an upper-school boy talk about in language
he scarcely understood: the Kama Sutra, Oriental how-todo-it manual for adventurous lovers. Harry turned over a few
of those marked pages, heard what he mistakenly thought to
be somebody’s footstep on the gravel drive, and decided it
was time to quit. Besides, he had an obstinate erection, which
refused to be subdued. Harry resolved he would lure Sally,
the junior housemaid at Telford Grange, here to accomplish
what most lads of his age aspire to, in this fantastic place.
Down at the stables, all the teenage grooms talked about
Sally, a dimpled young thing, born of a family where the
womenfolk imitated the Bright Carvers in Mervyn Peake’s
Gormenghast Trilogy: arrestingly pretty in their early teens,
metamorphosing prematurely into grey, dumpy, drabness
as adults. The loose-tongued grooms said she was walking
out with Luke Crowther, Mr Willoughby the gamekeeper’s
young assistant, who boasted how he engaged in sexual
intercourse with her. In fact, he said she was so enthusiastic
about it she wore him out and stalked off in contempt.
Harry laid siege to Sally. He timed his departures from
Telford Grange so he, mounted on his bicycle would catch
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up with her as she walked home along the path to the village.
He would dismount and accompany her all the way to
Millingsbrook, entertaining her with bright chatter to build
up her curiosity about everything in Matchem Close without
mentioning the mirrored bedroom. Harry didn’t maul or
take personal liberties of his quarry; he gradually gained her
confidence until she became sufficiently bold to perch on the
crossbar of his bicycle on the easy stretches of the walking
path where they wouldn’t be seen. He waited patiently until
an opportunity presented, then pounced one day when a
sudden thunderstorm surprised them out in the open, far from
shelter. Sally was so terrified by the lightning and thunder she
did not object to taking refuge in Matchem Close. Marooned
by bucketing rain, he showed Sally through the house and its
treasures, tempted the girl with her first taste of champagne,
pressed a second glass on her and when she seemed a little
reckless, lured her into the mirrored bedroom.
Where Harry expected to achieve a melting seduction he,
like so many callow lads with similar fantastic expectations,
received the entirely opposite response. The girl, who
allegedly exhausted Luke Crowther, the gamekeeper’s
assistant, was disinclined to perform. She was, it turned out,
intacta, and the grooms’ gossip was fiction. There followed
a shared loss of virginity with pain and blood and squalor,
where no jury in the land would have conceded the business
was consensual.
Now the deed was done and repeated again and again,
until her fright had quite subsided, Sally understood why her
older sisters giggled and blushed when they excluded her
and talked softly together about their husbands. She had felt
momentary discomfort and been lightly terrified, but it had
all been wonderfully thrilling, too. Harry had explained how
it was all her fault. He told her she was so beautiful she filled
him with insane love for her. He couldn’t live without her
kisses and her kisses made him desire her so much, he lost
control. He promised to try really hard to restrain himself as
long as she didn’t deny him the kisses that made his head
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swim more than champagne. Sally, who was overwhelmed
with the power she apparently possessed, forgave him
magnanimously and understood if there were relapses it was
through no fault of Harry’s. A little part of Sally hoped there
would be. Some instinct told her Harry had established a
claim to her body, like an explorer erecting a flag.
They did not return to the big house together. Enterprising
Harry made a secret, tidy, love-nest of the gatehouse, with
broom and Turk’s Head, mop and bucket, all borrowed
from the big house. A floor rug, a couple of eiderdowns and
some cushions were appropriated, as well as some more of
that useful fizzy lubricant, poured into flutes far too precious
to be separated from their set. Practical Sally thought it a
considerable improvement on the cowpat-infested sward onto
which Luke the young gamekeeper’s assistant was trying to
tempt her, when she walked out with him in the gloaming.
Harry confiscated the Kama Sutra from the mirrored bedroom
and, undismayed by the indecipherable captions, used it as a
textbook. In his mind, he’d already rehearsed what today’s
adventure on Sally’s soft, accessible body would be.
Absorbed in these concupiscent anticipations, he almost
collided with Mister Bernard Tyler, where the gravel path
from the working side of the house intersected the path from
the side entrance. Mr Tyler, clad in his flying suit, cap and
goggles in hand, was headed toward the Gypsy Moth with
his limping gait. Harry saw there was a chance he could get
right up close to the wondrous machine at last.
“Excuse me, Mister Tyler, let me carry your bag. May I
please come with you and have a look at your Gypsy Moth?”
Bernard Tyler was used to ignoring the Telford Grange
menials. He was not a tall man and Harry, at sixteen, loomed
a head higher. He looked obliquely up at Harry.
“Ah, you’re young Harry Perrottet, aren’t you? I saw you
down there with those wild ‘Charge of the Light Brigade’
cavalrymen a while ago. Come with me. I’ve had a devil of
a job trying to find somebody to turn the prop over when I
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get set; you’re just the fellow I need. Tricky thing to start
sometimes, the Moth!”
There was no further conversation until they’d reached
the aircraft, where Bernard Tyler went through his pre-flight
routine, reading off the points from a palm-sized checklist.
To Harry, the opportunity to run his hand over the leading
edges of the wings and along the fuselage was even more
exciting than Sally’s compliant body. Wonder of wonders, he
saw something amiss!
“Excuse me, Mister Tyler. Did you know the cable from the
cockpit to the rudder is rigged wrongly? It’s been threaded
on the inside of the tailplane trimming cable and it’s fraying.”
“What the devil do you mean, lad, and how could you
possibly know what you’re talking about?”
Harry knew his credibility was at risk. “Sir, I’ve just
finished building a scale-model of the Gypsy Moth and I
know the rudder cable has got to dog-leg around the tailplane
trim cable or it will jam.”
“Well—I’ll be blowed,” muttered the air-ace. “Lad, I
wouldn’t know. I’ve only ever flown aeroplanes; I haven’t
ever bothered about how they work. In the war there were
always mechanics for that. Now that you mention it, the
rudder has been awfully stiff for the last few flights. What do
you suggest we do?”
“Excuse me, sir, but there’s really nothing complicated
about it at all. You undo the turnbuckle here, carry the cable
under the tailplane trimming table, pass it through the empty
pulley on the starboard side and reconnect it.” With which
Harry was emboldened to actually touch it.
“Well, what are you waiting for young man? Do it!”
Bernard Tyler climbed into the cockpit, depressed the left
and right rudder and exclaimed how markedly freedom of
movement had improved. He climbed out of the cockpit,
reached into the passenger’s cockpit, retrieved a paddedleather, upper-body garment and a leather helmet, complete
with goggles, and stood on the wing.
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“You’re not finished yet, Master Perrottet. Come over
here and dress yourself in this gear. We’ve got to have a test
flight before I head off for Manchester. Now you spin the
prop when I tell you and how I tell you, and when the motor
catches walk backwards away from the prop a few steps so
you don’t get your head chopped off, walk around the wingtip, climb up by putting your feet exactly where the footprints
have been painted, here and here, and come aboard. When
you have your harness on, plug your headphone lead into
that socket there and I can talk to you. Off you go!”
Sally had to find her way home alone that evening. Harry
had forgotten all about her by the time he returned to earth.
Only his body touched down, his head stayed up where fluffy
cumulus cloud-masses were sliced by a spinning propeller,
making gashes through which the ordered fields of Surrey
and the willow-fringed Bly could be seen stretching to the
horizon.
Sir Roger’s status in the realm was emphasised one
Sunday evening a week before Christmas. The BBC homeservice announcer was broadcasting the tedious weekend
news, trying to keep the boredom from his tone, when he
riveted the attention of a considerable number of BBC
listeners with: “We interrupt this news-reading to broadcast
a sad message that has just come to hand. A car accident in
Surrey this evening has claimed the lives of Sir Roger and
Lady Tyler. No confirmed details of the tragedy are as yet
available. Sir Roger is said to have died at the scene of the
accident and Lady Tyler a short time ago in Babbington-OnBly Hospital.”
Those long, between chukkas “breathers” were not a
courtesy to Sir Roger’s guests after all; they were the respite
he needed to fight off attacks of angina. Harry had been
witness to one such episode. On a late Friday afternoon, he
was waiting by the corner of the practice field with saddled
horses warmed up, polo-sticks and a ball as he had been
ordered by the head groom so as to be ready for action as soon
as Sir Roger and Lady Tyler arrived from London. Sir Roger,
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aware the daylight was fading, was almost too breathless to
greet him after he jogged from the house to the field. Once in
the saddle he rode recklessly, making aggressive collisions
as if he had accumulated a load of tensions through the week
he needed to dissipate with violent action. Harry attempted
to backhand a ball, missed, turned in the saddle to verify his
master’s position to find him slumped, slack-reined over the
neck of an excited horse, which seemed undecided whether
to bolt for the stables or stay. Cautiously, so as not to give it
an excuse to flee, Harry covered the ground between them,
all the while repeating the command, “Settle, settle, settle,”
until he had the reins of Sir Roger’s horse firmly in his
grasp. He thought Sir Roger, riding furiously in chase, had
propped his horse, come forward onto the pommel of the
saddle and “squashed his nuts,” a painful and not uncommon
mishap for the horse-riding man. Sir Roger was trying to
get a hand into the awkward side-pocket of his breeches
gasping, “My pills, my pills!” Eventually he dragged out a
small metal box, fumbled it open, and was about to extract a
white tablet when his horse danced a step or two. He dropped
the box, scattering the contents onto the turf. Harry couldn’t
let his own horse loose or Sir Roger’s would have become
uncontrollable. Somehow he managed to dismount without
losing the reins of either of them, knelt, combed the grass
with his free hand, and located what resembled tiny white
buttons without thread holes. Sir Roger placed one under his
tongue and in a few minutes was upright again.
“I’ll be all right now, Harry, bad attack of colic; too many
big dinners and not enough exercise through the week. What
about if you lead us around to the back door of the Grange?”
When they emerged from the coppice at the gate of the
high-walled winter garden, Harry dismounted and helped
Sir Roger to the ground. “Much obliged Harry. Now, not a
word to mother, do you understand?” He opened the gate and
walked unsteadily toward the Grange.
The killer spasm came on a straight stretch of the High
Road between Telford Grange and Babbington-On-Bly, with
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the whispering Rolls Royce cruising at a comfortable pace
toward London. Sir Roger suddenly slumped over the wheel
and stiffened his accelerator leg, prompting the Rolls to
obey instantly with a burst of speed. Quick-thinking Lady
Tyler flung herself across the gear levers and mechanical
impediments to take control of the steering wheel; too late
it seems to avoid a stout buttress of the old stone bridge
spanning the Bly. She lived long enough to report these facts
and died in an ambulance on the way to Babbington-On-Bly
hospital. Apart from a fresh scrape to its masonry, the historic
bridge was undamaged. It had seen worse, much worse. To
Thomas Cromwell, Papists were Papists, even if they were
virgin Brides of Christ. In 1538 his soldiers tore down
nearby St Agnes Convent amidst rape and murder and used
its stones to build the bridge over the Bly. The bridge was
the scene of lively action a little more than a century later in
1645, when the Roundhead infantry of a different Cromwell
slaughtered the local Royalist Cavaliers who contested their
crossing; lace ruffles and élan proving no match for the pikes
and coolly aimed muskets of the New Model Army. To clear
the bridge for Parliament’s artillery waggons, the dead and
dying were heaved over the parapet into the Bly, for which
the adjective “Bloody” prefixed Babbington-On-Bly Bridge
for a couple of centuries, until the absurdity of the tonguetwister variation was conceded and the extraneous “B” word
quietly abandoned.
The funeral service for Sir Roger and Lady Tyler was of
course conducted in the City of London, attended by a minor
to middling Royal, the Home Secretary, a brace of the great
and the good, together with almost a full roll-call of Sir Roger’s
cohort in the City, very subdued by this demonstration of
precipitate mortality. The coffins were whisked off to Surrey
in obedience to the Tylers’ wish to spend eternity side by side,
in continuation of the splendid teamwork with which they had
operated in life. They had intimated their choice of gravesite
to Bernard, the little rise above the croquet lawn, with its
prospect of the Bly winding through the willows in the valley
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below. There would be company. Some former inhabitants
entertained the same wish, reaching back to the time when
Telford Grange consumed all the land to Millingsbrook; in
fact the village was largely built on former Telford Grange
fields. A score of tilted headstones were scattered amongst
the yew trees and if you were abroad at night and had an
ear for it, you might have heard muffled voices spanning
three centuries, complaining about how hard it was to find
reliable servants, workshopping the rising damp in the north
wing, the endlessly vexing leaks in the chimney flashings, or
commenting on what an excellent season it was for pheasant.
The demography of the Telford Grange graveside crowd
was curious. The Tylers had not cultivated the Shire gentry
and declined all invitations to visit. They came to the Grange
for recreation and to entertain their chosen guests, not to
engage in a humdrum rustic social life separate from their
already over-full schedule of engagements in London. Shire
and Town were sparsely represented and those present came
out of curiosity mixed with a soupcon of schadenfreude.
The entire household was amassed as a not-inconsiderable
company to the left, between the grave-site and the house,
somewhat protected from a chill December breeze—a “lazy
wind” it would be called in Australia; one that blows through
you rather than going around you. The only tears shed came
from that direction, more in anxiety for the future than in
sorrow. The Tylers had had little to do with their household
staff. Lady Tyler knew a gardener or two, her personal maid,
the butler and the housekeeper; Sir Roger knew a groom
or two, the horse trainer and of course Mr Willoughby, the
gamekeeper-estate manager. The rest were just blurred,
nameless figures, encountered briefly throughout their
weekends. They came, they served, and when they departed
were replaced by replicas of themselves.
On the right, out in the cold, was the entire student-body
of The Bishop’s School, Babbington-On-Bly, accompanied
by the senior masters and the principal, Reverend Godwind,
who was to perform the graveside service. It was revealed
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for the first time how Sir Roger had been a major financial
supporter of The Bishop’s School in his characteristic private
way, making tangible his hope that some boys’ lives might be
enhanced with a better school education than he had received
himself. What ensured the Reverend Godwind would give
his most theatrical performance today was already known
to those who were privy to Sir Roger’s will: his continuing
generosity to The Bishop’s School, in the form of a Perpetual
Trust. This was Harry Perrottet’s second last day as a
schoolboy, standing amongst their number a head taller than
many. Harry was a year older than most of the senior form,
just past his seventeenth birthday. He’d made a slow start with
his reading and numbers, odd when seen in light of his later
career. He repeated the last year of prep school, which with
his precocious onset of puberty made him an incongruous
figure in a school uniform.
Sheltered by the protective arm of her husband Luke,
standing half-hidden by taller people amongst the household,
was Sally, a recent and plainly pregnant wife. The inevitable
denouement of those trysts in Matchem Close gatehouse had
eventuated. Evidently those intrepid little wrigglers could
swim upwards, downwards or sideways in search of a freshly
ripened ovum, depending which page of his Kama Sutra
textbook Harry reached when fertilization occurred. Sally was
undismayed. The youngest in her family, preceded by four
married sisters and three sisters-in-law, she knew a lot about
pregnancy and childbearing. She kept her secret to herself,
permitted Luke Crowther, the persistent young gamekeeper’s
assistant, to tug her down onto a dry, rustling carpet of autumn
leaves in the coppice behind the Grange, while she was
still being “doubled home” by Harry on his bicycle. When
the morning sickness caused her to faint over the scullerytubs with the loss of a fine cream-jug, the rest of the women
immediately recognised the symptoms for what they were.
There was no escaping the consequences in the inquisitive,
intrusive, gossipy galaxy of domestic service, prompting a
well-content Luke to “make an honest woman of her.”
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Of the Tyler offspring, Bernard and his three sisters, only
Bernard, his wife Alice and the eldest, Primula, with her
husband, were present. The two younger sisters, married with
families, lived overseas: one in Kenya, one in Canada. Those
present were a dry-eyed lot. They passed their childhoods
in the pre-World War I era when folk like Sir Roger and
Lady Tyler sub-contracted the raising of their families to
employees: nannies, boarding-school staff, and governesses.
The children had shared the warmth of a beloved nanny,
now living in a grace-and-favour cottage in Millingsbrook,
to whom they each wrote a letter pretty well every month.
Each named a daughter in tribute: Millicent Jane. Apart from
being an adequate cash cow, their father contributed little to
their development, except to splash half their genes into the
requisite vessel. Even son and heir Bernard didn’t become
interesting to his father until the London Times reported his
Distinguished Flying Cross decoration, awarded for bravery
in the skies over France. Their mother hadn’t ever been really
sure which son-in-law was which, as for grandchildren’s
names, forget it. Their mother and father were such a lockstepped team it seemed fitting they should die together.
Nobody enquired about his emotions, but did Harry
Perrottet experience a sense of loss over the death of Sir
Roger Tyler? Perhaps he did. He certainly felt no grief.
The gulf between Sir Roger’s world and his was so vast,
his perception of the tragedy was in the same category as
the death of kings or great military champions; the sense
of a temporary cavity in his life devoid of personal grief.
When those present demolished the lavish afternoon tea the
household laid out in the Grange as a tribute to their former
master and mistress, Harry read the family mood astutely and
although he knew he risked a rebuff and could well be told
his behaviour was out of order, he approached Bernard Tyler.
The schoolboys had been catered for in the well-warmed
ballroom, sumptuously enough to make their exposure to the
raw elements during the graveside service seem worthwhile.
The Tyler family mingled with the household estate staff and
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adult guests between two comforting fires on either side of
the hall. After almost seven years of part-time employment,
within what might be described as the inner circle of Sir
Roger’s retinue, Harry had no intention of taking tea with the
schoolboys. He had earned a place in the hall. Sally fainted
lightly into her husband’s arms before the funeral service
was finished and Harry spied Luke helping her back to their
tiny thatched cottage behind Mr and Mrs Willoughbys’ to
rest, so there was no likelihood of an inconvenient encounter
between the former lovers.
Harry hadn’t seen Bernard Tyler since that life-changing
joy flight in the Gypsy Moth. The autumn had been wet and
unpleasant; Bernard was immersed in real estate business
on behalf of his Manchester clients and hadn’t visited the
Grange nor seen his father face to face since that day. By
keeping his target under constant observation, Harry was
able to choose a moment when the heir to Telford Grange
seemed to be free; an opportunity for a swoop, level, and
touchdown manoeuvre like a Bernard Tyler landing.
“Mister Tyler, it’s Harry Perrottet. May I offer my
condolences?”
“Harry, observant young Harry who may well have saved
my skin not so long ago, of course you may and thank you.
How are you?”
“Well, thank you, sir. Sir, I don’t suppose there was a letter
addressed to me somewhere around your father’s desk? I’d
asked him if he could write me a reference.”
“A reference? What for?”
“Well, you see, sir. I’ve finished school, well I will have
tomorrow, and I’d like to join the Air Force. I asked your
father if he’d write me a reference, seeing I’ve been hanging
around for almost seven years.”
“Let’s go and have a look in his study now,” offered
Bernard. He took a couple of steps to leave the room with
Harry right behind him, and then halted.
“No, now I’ve reflected, let’s do it later. Christmas is
almost upon us. Let’s say the first Saturday after New Year.
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I’ve got to come down to pull a few threads together. I might
want to manage your life for you a bit, too, and the New Year
will be a better time to do it. I shouldn’t leave the company
right now. Come about ten o’clock on the Saturday. Keep the
day free; I may have some questions.”
Harry’s world was in the same state of suspension as when
the Gypsy Moth landed after the joy flight. “Saturday after
New Year at ten. Thank you, sir.” The plain truth of the matter
was that Harry had not asked Sir Roger for a reference.
Without the benefit of a prestigious public school cachet
he would need a persuasive reference to have any chance
of gaining a cadetship into the Royal Air Force. The master
who gave out career advice at The Bishop’s School pointed
this out to him only a week ago. Sir Roger’s death had
seemed to cut off the opportunity for patronage. Harry, everenterprising Harry, thought of another way while standing in
the cold December wind with his gaze fixed on the air ace.
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